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grocery will open Tuesday
The Ruthskellur and the
grocery store in the Univer
sity Center will be opening
their doors on Tuesday. Nov.
19, according to their respec
tive managers, Jim Harring

ton and Mark Rogo.
The Rathskeller will open
at 6 p.m. and will feature live
folk music on stage beginning
at 9 p.m. Live entertainment
will be a regular weekend fea-

lure for this establishment.
Harrington would like the
stage to be open for any stu
dent
to . perform
and
encourages student participa
tion to make the Rathskeller "a
eomlortable place to come and
have a cup of coffee."
The Rathskeller's menu
will include such sandwiches
as Bratwurst and Knockwurst
as well us a substantial steak
sandwich. They will also serve
pizzas,
but according to
Harrington, he doesn't want it
to become "just another pizza
joint like Shakey's."
The price range in pizzas
will run from $1.50 for a small
plain cheese to $4.90 for a large
combination.
The steak
sandwich will cost $2.25.

olliver Lectures
essed a group last Monday
during the 18th annuU|

Meal
tickets
will be
accepted up until 9 p.m.,
however the Rathskellar will •
be open until 12 midnight.

urc"h

ectures
ritU'ii such books as • 'riK,
inmate Marriage. "Cham.,
g Sell and Soc iety Through
owth Groups.
and
||,
eople Dynamic.

Lunch will be served from
'11 to 1 o'clock weekdays and
service will be resumed for dininer at 6 p.m. Monday through
Saturday. Dinner will start at 5
p.m. on Sundays.

To be the newest pizza joint in town!
The University Center Rathskeller tyzzaria and ASUOP Groc
n,
Awrs to students for the first time on Tuesdav Shown-a. '' f'V tore

%
wi"

°Pen their

The (.'olliver I-ectures weit.
itabhshed in 1957 by Dr
eorge H. Colliver and have
nee been conducted in his
teniory. In Colliver's words,
ley present "a new opportnity for all who are engaged
the work of Christian perinality fulfillment through
ie home, church, school and
oup agencies, to share their
oncerns and to study in leiiwsliip."
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Alpha Kappa Lambda and
'riDelta took the time out to
.•ollect for UNICEF at a time
vhen every nickel and dime
hey received could save a life.
For the first time in its 28'ear history. UNICEF has de•lared a state of worldwide
srgency.
Five
hundred
million
dren in the poorest and
sl-developed countries of
ica, Asia and Latin Arrijerare now threatened with
lnutrition
and , eventual
rvation
because
ol
ughts, skyrocketing
ion and actual food and tuel
rtages.
according 10
1CEF.
UNICEF states that their
ual income is "less than the
ount spent on world arniants in two hours." Also,
ie death rate from malyi'W
ong children has bee"
ered from 3.5 million in the

At a recent American Col
lege
Unions—International
conference. C. Shaw Smith,
president and originator of the
campus coffee house, said of

is located on the ground level. The grocery, offering "munchie-type" food is located on

our Rathskeller: "This is the
first college facility
with
Casual food and entertainment
along with waitress service
that I have heard of."
Paul Fairbrook, director
of auxiliary services, refused
to
divulge
information
regarding the opening of the
other two food facilities.
The grocery store, opening
at 10 a.m. still does not have a
name. The response to 'Name
the Grocery' contest was quite
good, according to Rogo.
He will present the names
he has to the University Center
Board and they will select what
they feel is appropriate. The
person whose idea for a name
is selected will win $10 of free
food.
To add some excitement to
the opening of thegrocery, free
food and prizes will be given
out to the first few people who
make purchases when the
store begins operations.
Bookstore manager Ed
Pottichen will not be able to
move his establishment over to
the Center
until early
December.
ASUOP will not be
moving into their new offices
until three weeks from now.
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Economics 'Butk stubbing* claimed
seminar
next week Senators'

move asks

The Forum on National
Priorities will present an
Economics Seminar Wednes
day evening, featuring I UP
faculty members, lo discuss
the current economic situ
ation in the U.S.
The local panel ol experts
i to less than one million pel
will be discussing "the entire
r„ . .with UNICEF s help
spectrum of economic pro
blems, trying to apply econo
mic theory to the daily liv es ol
people in UOP and Stockton
communities," according to
Phil iloge. director ol the
The ASUOP Senate voted
Forum.
strongly in favor of a resolu
The panel will be chaired
by
Dr.
Sidney
Turofl. tion at its meeting Nov. 7, re
chairman ol the UOP business quiring the student body presi
administration
department. dent and vice president to pre-—
Kent: Lovely room near
Fagley, had a slight accident. Vou can have Other members of the panel sent accounts of their ASUOPKitchen priviledgeS'
'OP will be sponsoring a free 'Night at the
related activities.
a move
just as much fun by going down to Oak Park, will include Dr. John Carew,
er and bath. Senii-priva
, k MOak Park Ice Rink Thursday, Nov. 21
which proxy Raymond Col
one
mile
east
of
campus
on
Alpine,
Thursday
chairman
of
the . COP
nice. $75. Available now- , C 7;30 to 10:30 p.m. ASUOP President
evening. Just present your ASUOP card at the economics department: Dr. lege senator Mitch Winick,
Marion Jacobs eves. 01
j, J Oinesi exhibits some of the "fun of
originator of the motion.'said
door. Skates will be provided at no charge.
Gerald Hewitt, Callison, Dr.
ids. 462-06IS.
'"8 after his
klut/.y partner, Claire
was spurred by "noticeable
Rufo Lopez-Fresquet. Elbert
backstabbing around ASUOP
Rent: Large 2 bd"11 |
Covell: and Dr. Mike Wagner,
about people not doing their
e. 1, mi. from carnP"^.|
Raymond.
jobs."
iallv
furnished-ok
,
The seminar w ill be held at
The resolution states that
L'nts. $190. Call 402-OblS |
8 p.m. in Raymond Great Hall.
these accounts be presented at
Nov. 20. All students and'
. or wkends.
regularly
scheduled
each
laeeulty are' encouraged to
ASUOP Senate meeting.
ing: Typist
attend.
"There has
been an
ctric
carbon
r'u fl[) i
unhealthy attitude
around
writer wants work
^ I
ASUOP with constant accusa
uscripts,dissertations
|
tions being made about people
es. References. Call
.
not doing their jobs," said
Winick,
vice
presidential
eI
ed: Live-in babysitt
|
candidate in last spring's elec-.
been raised at the COP Council
ir tarn. Rm.. bd.. ands1 |
tion. "Students have a right to
The graduation honors
and the Executive Policy Com
higher
graduation
151-2052 now.
know what the president and
»rs
standards, which had been sul
mittee hearings concerning
standards are being
vice president, whose salaried
Used
up in the past on a basisol a 30
whether the new standards
Sale: 111 *1
I ~J, "iimediately> These
positions are paid by students,
grade
point
average
<GPA
lo
The
Pacifican
is
looking
could
be imposed upon
are doing."
ikers $loo pair. UM'1'.
luden*'" bt" aT>T>1'<-'uble l" graduation with hono.s
;
students presently enrolled as for a sports editor with ex
Vice President Mark Rogo
I it ion. Call Ed: 4o2!'->,>
CPA for graduation with high
sophomores, juniors and se perience in journalism for
answered that "There are
Th
honors! a'nd a 3-82 GPA for
niors. Current freshmen will the spring semester. It is a
times that we are lacking in our
"ing oj'fered in Oerni'
. Vj (L l,l'w standards will g r a d u a t i o n
with
hights
receive graduation honors paid position.
overall
responsibilities and
<<
"
'he
nexl
graduating
'e speaker. Call 477s
honors, were raised last spimg
Four
units
of
credit
are
under the new standards.
both Larry (Ginesi) and I will
"Si,'tl Hans Wagner,
Affairs
the Academic
being offered to students
by
admit that. But what moti
and institutional
interested
in
being
Committee.
vates this 'lack' is
you
'» director. The regisStudents
who
entered
the
reporters, layout workers
5 for Needles and
senators. We need feedback
is imposing the'
,
university before this year and photographers on the
st be submitted to „ \ a 'ds by the direction
from you," he added.
THE NEW standards raise came with the idea that
staff. Sign up today at The
n
)r North Hall by g
'adeniic Affairs Cpm- graduation with honors to a 3.4
graduation honors would be Pacifican.
Monday, or cal'
| V' ""her Clifford Hand. GPA: graduation with h.gl received if a GPA of 3.0 or
WHEN ROGO stated that
, he would like to know "right
4I V """hemic vice pres- graduVitiu" with highest honors better was maintained. Since
; now" where he stood with the
the standards are retroactive,
applying to everyone immedi I Call the ASUOP information j senators. Winick replied, "The
4 'he
to a 3.8 GPA.
Now stu iKkirti*
ately students with a GPA be I line, 946-2337, for updates on all • chastisement of the senate is
V jj1.11 this year's ea(ak
The
controversy
sur• long overdue. But the students
tween 3.0.and 3.3 will not re
I campus events.
\ ib S applicable inimccli. «ti(, new standaids
• elected you and you have cerceive the honors they had ex
Cil'ioSk'e '"'ureasesare
• tain responsibilities."
peeled.
^Sil> immediately.
standards. Questions
have

president, veep to
explain activities

ads

On their 'ices'

f graduation with
ew
j
'onors f standards set

I

J

Sports editor
and staff
needed

Arnie Torres, Elbert
Covell College senator, ex
claimed that "This is not the
time to be pointing fingers at
anybody.
We
should
not continue this Verbal diar
rhea."
The motion passed with 17
voting "yes" none voting "no"
and one abstention.
President Larry Ginesi
subsequently gave a sum
mary of his ASUOP activities.
He mentioned that he had
been setting up the new ASUOP
offices in the University
Center, as well as organizing
food items for the grocery
store.
Also, he said that action
has been taken in organizing
the book exchange program
and forming a tenant's union
that would survey conditions of
each room on campus. Ginesi
added that he
has been
working with the student
lobby.
Another motion asking
that it be mandated that any
and all senators serve on at
least one ASUOP or univer
sity committee, also raised
some heated controversy. It
was defeated.
Constituent COP senator
Ken Winer, who presented the
motion, commented that "Too
many people sit on their asses
and don't do anything. They
just come to the senate
meetings and that's all they
do." .
COP
senator
Allene
Zanger remarked that she was
not in favor of the motion and
added "I wouldn't want a per
son on my committee who
didn't want to do anything."

AS IT stands now, sena
tors can refuse positions on
committees.
Mark Bouret, constituent
senator from Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity, shouted
claims of
"unconstitution
ality" at Winer. "You have to
have a referendum to change
this soyou are out of your juris
diction," he yelled.
Torres then pointed out
that students should realize
from the start that the position
of senator will require some
time and work and that they
should meet their obligations.
Senators are supposed to want
to help this campus, he said.

"We have to put meal on
the bones of the ASUOP
committees/'
remarked
Winick, supporting the motion.
"Right now we're just a skele
ton group."
The
resolution
was
defeated, 5-10-4.
William H. Barr, the new
associate dean of students at
UOP. made an appearance at
the meeting to discuss with the
senators his role as dean and
what plans he has in mind for
this term.
Barr explained that his
prime responsibilities are the
see SENATE pg. six

Raymond explodes
with Power Unlimited
A
dance/concert
fea
turing "Power Unlimited" will
be unleashed tonight in Ray
mond Great Hall at 9 p.m.
The group, which hails
most recently from the Bay
Area, has toured the South
Seas quite
extensively,
including Singapore, Manila
and Hong Kong.
The have played many
clubs in San Francisco, Oak
land and Berkeley and, this
year, played
at the Watts
Summer Festival in Los
Angeles.
"It has a horn section
which gives it a Bay Area,
funky-type sound comparable
to groups like 'Cold Blood ,"
said Lee Rosenberg, ASUOP
social commissioner. "They're

good. I wouldn't bring a band
that wasn't."
The group consists of Ron
ald Brown, drums; Dell Good
win. guitar: Kevin Stevenson.
Trumpet: Michael Jones, sax:
Milton Williams, bass: Chris
Wright, congas and vocals:
John Wayne
Thompson,
vocals: and Howard Gibbs.
vocals and leader of the group.
Next Friday. Nov. 22. there
is going to be a cowboy dance
featuring "Rod and David
Niehtern & The Nocturnes"
and "Ground Hog." You are
urged to come in apporopriate
attire.
Prizes will be given for the
best costumes
fitting the
theme. One more piece of ad
vice—no horses please!
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Question Man

The worst town?

What is the worst town that you
have ever been in?

Arts and crafts facility may be
dropped from University Center
"It is not known at this
time whether the arts and
crafts facility or the art gallery
w ill he a part ol the University

Marian
Kuane—Junior,
COP. Stockton. It's so small.
There's 110 place to go and
nothing to do. I'm from El
Segundo in L.A.

Bobbi
Azevedo—Senior,
COP. Stockton. Just going to
school here is a drag, but I'd
say that about any town it I
were going to school there.

Center," commented'- Gary
Kleeman, Center director.
The two factors which will
determine whether or not these
two facilities will be a part of
the Center are money and

Public a f f a i r s
interns

can

now

e a r n stipends
The I ni\ crsily ol I he
i'acilie. has reccitod a gr.uil
Iruin ihe t'IV11 Sen lee ( 0111
mission in order lo oi ler si I
peiids to students working as
public
allairs
inlerils
in
Sim k4on

Mark
Weiser—Junior,
COP. Lodi. 1 played a tennis
tournament up there and it
seemed like it was out in the
middle of nowhere. All my best
friends come from Lodi.

Ida Malulich—Freshman,
COP. Stockton. It s such a hard
town with a lot ol rough neigh
borhoods.

Gary Kleeman—Director

Erma
Webb—Senior,
COP. Stockton. It's just not
very interesting. There's not
much entertainment around
town. The livest thing here is
the movies.

of ihe University Center. Gee.
I've been in some pretty
dumpy places. 1'nt sort of a
nomad. Every place has it's
good points and bad. 1 find
Stockton sort of pleasant.

/'T

I hose student micros w ho
work in personnel related jobs
will recei \ e 5.1.7a per hour The
joh-.xx ill lie lull timcox or w inter
term, and Irom Ili to 211 hours
per week in the spring
Regular
internships
include jolis w ilh agencies such
as the probation department.
the county
adminislraloi >
tilIlei' and I he .Sloekloli Police
Department
Those join, do not include
stipends. Inil lour units ol
i l'edil w ill In'ollei'ed as wellas
111 Ihe pay tug jobs.

Bob Skinner—Graduate,
Pharniaey School. Salinas and
Anderson. CA. Everything
seems just too rednecky for
me. Anderson is just a hellhole
south of Bedding. I did my
pharmacy
internship
in
Salinas.

Positions are still open loi
w inter term and spring seine
slei
internships.
.Students
interested should eonlael I >1
Jerry llriscoe. piotessor ol
polil leal stiellee. liannisler
"21.1. any weekday between I. la
and 2. la I 'hone 946-2414

Moses
Clayton—Senior,
COP. Tracy. It's a lousy place
to have a flat tire. The people
are not friendly at all. The only
person that would slop for 111c
was a highway patrolman.

~l un
The 1975 College Placement
it I
NEW PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
«
Annuals have been received|
NEW ELECTRIC ADDING MACHINES
and are available, free of
RENT-TO OWN
charge, to all seniors. This
$10 Per gionth-—all rent applied on purchase.
publication is the occupational
Keep until', pgid for or return any time.
|directory of the Regional
No tricks - No - gimmicks - No inlerest
1Placement
Association,
ED MONAGHANS
providing
information
on
• Downtown—249 E. Miner
positions customarily offered
• Lincoln Qenler North
to
college
graduates
by
• Lodi—107 W. Pine St.
principal
employers
throughout the nation.
NORTH STORE NEXT TO PAY IESS

_ tockton
ypewriter Co.

OPEN SATURDAYS til 5 P M

|tL>

Pre—Law Students
Register'now for the December or Febrary LSAT
Review Course.
MAXIMIZE YOUR LSAT.SCORE

Instruction in exam taking techniques used
successfully by California pre-law students.
Taught in Berkeley and San Francisco by practicing
lawyers. Cost:$85.
,
COURSE FOR DEC.7 LSAT STARTS NOV.20
COURSE FOR FEB!8 LSAT SMARTS JAN.22

For information call 415-254-7045 or write P.O.
Box 54 Orinda,Ca. 94563

space utilization.
There will be a meeting
Nov. 11 at 12 p.m. in Callison
Dining Hall to decide on the
future of the facilities,
Kleeman said.
Mitch Winick a student of
Raymond College, is in charge
of the crafts committee. Gil
Delinger, faculty member ol
the art department is incharge
of the arts committee. Lurry
Ginesi. ASUOP president is
chairman of the
space
utilization committee.
T-lACll
ONE
ol
the
committees named will take
part itvdeciding whether the

arts and crafts facility and thc
... gallery
„..iiot-o will
a pail
art
will become
become "
P; .

of the total University Cent

to

be

opened,

they

.

will

definitely

tro"1

I

be

•slud..„
operated.
he added. • •>
how the students, win lS|
chosen, or where they
come front is not known, 1

foi«"
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Charter''Flights: ASl OPtraxel
scrx ice is oilcnng a special
charter to New 5 ork ox or
Christmas xacaiinn
1 he cost
will he $210 round I rip
Contact
t rax el scrx ice ill
ASl'OP ollicc.
Need magic fingers? We've got
20 to do your typing for you.
Call Patty or Livvy at 478-2400,
after 4 p.m.
For Sale: Hagstrom 111 solid
body electric guitar.
East
action, good lead guitar. Six
tone controls. 3 pick
ups. .
Includes cord. case, strap Call
Steve 477-9138.

Auto Repair:
Professional
experience on foreign and
domestic autos.
Large and
small jobs. Low prices. Call
Don Hardin at 464-7210.

Wanted: Men's 3 or 5 speed
bike. Call John 369-9009.

For
Sale:
Honda
mini
trail.$10(1 (iood cond. Lights
and liscence plate. Call 4640167.

Wanted: Hashers lor Delia
Gamma. Call Mrs. Anderson
at 462-0980.

Wanted: Female roommate.
Rent: $45 pc 1110. Must be
understanding and able to
cook. Call Ricky at 948-8158

Climbing
demonstrations

stati

t

STOCKTON CAiii'
UF

H

SUNDAY 12 [m*.-5 p.m.

DOOR PRIZES

NORTH FACE SLEEPING BAG
ALPINE PRODUCTS PARKA
20- $5 GIFT CERTIFICATES
FREE WINE and CHEESE

slic,

,

death was
failure beeaus
whieh prevei

flowing

physician fr.e

1

Art Exhibit: An exhibition and i
saale of art work by Lisabeth'
Passalis will be held this Sat
and Sun. from 1-5 p.m. at 3441,
Pacific Ave. No.7.
For Kent: Large 2 bdrnt.
house. 1 mi. irom campus.
Partially
lurnished-ok for
students. $190. Call 462-0615
eves, or wkends.
Typing: Typist
W/IBm
seiectric
carbon
ribbon
typewriter wants work on
manuscripts.dissertations and
theses. References. Call 4788384.
Wanted: Live-in babysitter [«•
Winter term. Rm.. bd .andsulan
Call 951-2652 now.
For
Sale:
Microtower
speakers, Marantz and Sansui
stereo components. Excelleni
condition. Call Ed: 462-9336.

For Sale: Lloyds component
system. $60. Call 948-8158.
F or Sale: '71 Yamaha 80.
Excellent condition. $250. See
Peter- S.W. rm. 273.
Auto Repair: AR and B body
paint and auto repair." Eves.610. Sat. Sun. 9-6.
1414 E
Taylor.

Give

A
group
attempting to gai
ence, while also
information to tl
And they ne
The UOP N<
fornia Public In
presently
circ
campus to gathe
per student per
itself. If the peti
presented to the
of Regents for a|
The Ralph N
group studies am
political corrup
issues, sex and r
care programs
semester, NorCa
completed survc
and drug store |
laws.
But in orde
and to be an e
NorCal PIRG ne
To label stuc

A P<
of the
throuj.
with t\

Prope
imagir
Dharn
cause
I krtov
his w

REPRESENTATIVES FROM:
NORTH FACE
WOOLRICH
KELTY
and
ALPINE PRODUCTS

PSYCHIAXK

MEU> 71

^>y Ttin///i)
'COL/) 1 AJER7H6R fAOTECTJOX JS OUR BUSJ/iESS"
1ua/ia.?cr
wilderness
sue* tAsroe pao/a/c Are. Mhzaclc m/ec , snatroA.
/C,:t>°-6'00 Afo/UDAy- equipment
SATvezpy specialists
* $7~06kTe>/T+

,his :

However, w *

from

GET you/l XjJJNTER TERM.
MT
TOGETHER, this
ItlEEKEtfp J

OPEN HOUSE

wltt

choke to deal

ALPINE PRODUCTS
HOSTS jus

s

ssrf
cheek*-"

For
Sale:
Electric
bass
guitar.like
new.
Good
case.Fenderstrings. $100. Call , Tutoring offered in German.
Native speaker. Call 477-4197
463-1061 after 5 xvkday.s
Birth Control Into: Pregnancy
testing and counseling.M W E 95. TTh.S mornings. Clinic W ed.
eve. at 6:30 p.m. Call 464-5809.

was

th°ted

and

'

IWJ"

EXxeellent pay'.
Worldwide
travel. Perfect summer job or
career.
Send $3.00
tor
information. SEAEAX , Dept.
C-12 P.O. Box 2049 Port
Angeles, Wa. 98362.

The origin

ue «aid

classified ads

Wanted:Students interested in
going to South America uxor
Christmas
please
contact
Miche.e French at
MSI OP
'lj ax cl Scrx ice.

she k
"t
the inc-r«

death

M'KC IAI. oiscotvr

Wanted: C'OPA needs see'ty In Expert Typing: Dissertations,
work 10-15 Ill's, per w cck. Musi theses, term papers, etc. done
type 40 wpm. Call Dunna at professionally by Genevieve
Macias. Hours: 6 p.m. thru 10
946-2304
p.m. Call 478-0354.
Wedding
Photography:
Typing: Expert typist desires
Looking (or a photngmpger
who can do the exciting new papers that need to be typed.
Call Carol 478-9157. M-TH9-6;
Mystics. Wisps. Keepsakes,
and Fantasies, as well as ihe FRI. 2-6
1 radiiiohalsV Call Jcro Moore JOBS
ON
SH IPS! No
at 948-5368.
experience
required.

bei led
k'

yet."

Party Supplies - Groceries Keg Beer - Free Delivery

1PHONE 47.8-327S

Ilie Z«d'a

Cass Ellio«'
, -ve she m

LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN
m

By

l>Al". fx'1

[ SeqaUti* Liquors
I

mFeeuok.

171 WEST ADAMS
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Cuss, Leary, Rockefeller, Nixon and ducks

PAUL KKASSNER
,|.roni 'he Zodiac News Service)

stU(i,.,

be

•(I.
he utided
it- students win
. or where they
ront is not known
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STOCKTON
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Cass Elliott was a friend I
believe she may have been
killed. She knew an awful lot
about the incredible
ciminal
links between Hollywood and
Washington and Las Vegas.
The original cause of her
death was supposed to be
choking on a ham sandwich. 1
checked w it li the
most
objective seeker I know. 0f
medical and other truths, but
he said this was not unlikely
and proceeded
to quote
statistics about people who
choke to death in restaurants.
However, when the cause of
death was changed to heart
failure because of fatty tissue
which prevented the blood
Voni flowing through, my
physician friend said that now

his
suspicion
aroused If

had

been

400 pounds, perhims'fh1^' Say'

''""I

and I taped i

T

lrnLoary

sh°w

in Los Angles Thne TV
Thlswas
shortly after thp
Slnation
of Robert Ken a
n
e
d
y
,0
hardot f" v o rs Sh:h0m

aid Ford's — hackei
not.
4' * !|:

A few years ago I was
approached to
write a
screenplay about Tim Leary to
he
produced
by
Billy
Hitchcock. Iasked Timhow he
felt about and he replied that
Hitchcock was "oneol the truly
evil people" he knew.I decided
not to get involved with the
project.

a friend

killed,6 he LdadB°bby

WaS

fhh--andRomandpis^at

u
L r\o1
)ohn h

nim

direct°'

rankenheimer in Mali

bu beach.

Richard Nixon may have
been pardoned, but those on the
enemy hsis ot |„s _ and (ir|,

Now it turns out that all the
leeent propaganda about Tim
has been leaking from
Hitchcock and the
Justice
Department. The least that
former friends of Leary can do
at this point is to reserve
judgement We don't know if
Tim s head was fucked over
when he was at Vacaville. Nor
if he is actually saying what he

OPINION

trii: An exhibition and
art work by Lisabeth
will be held this Sat
irom 1-5 p.m. at 3440

,ve. No.7.

is being credited for saying.
Tim is currently being held by
federal
officials
under
indefinite
residential cus
tody. Tlicy arc trying to get
liini to recant, just like a l.aitcrciay Galileo.
Peter Beter sounds like a
character out of Screw, but
he's actually the author of a
book. Conspiracy Against the
Dollar. Several months ago he
that
Nelson
predicted
Rockefeller would be ap
pointed Vice President alter
Nixon resigned and Ford took
over. According to intelligence
source, a groundwork ol
credibility is now being laid for
a couple of contingency plans:
1. Richard Nixon will be
killed and made to look like a
suicide, leaving a message that
now we really won't have him

I
|
I
|

Live-in babysitter lor ^
mi. Rm.. bd.,andsalaiy. |
1652 now.

Sale:
Microtowerl
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nt condition. $250. See •
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A group
of
UOP students are
attempting to gain valuable practical experi
ence, while also providing vitally important
information to their campus community.
And they need your help.

gain relevant and practical experience as
"amateurs" is discouraging their efforts to
get interested in a new and different field.
While learning from experience is not the
only way to success, active involvement in
NorCal PIRG may give students the most
practical education they receive while in
school.

The UOP NorCal PIRG (Northern Cali
fornia Public Interest Research Group) is
presently
circulating petitions around
campus to gather support for a proposed $2
per student per semester fee to help fund
itself. If the petition is successful, it will be
presented to the administration and Board
of Regents for approval.
The Ralph Nader-inspired social action
group studies and researches property taxes,
political corruption, consumer product
issues, sex and racial discrimination, health
care programs and pollution. Already this
semester, NorCal PIRG has undertaken and
completed surveys of local gasoline prices
and drug store product prices and posting
laws.
But in order to tackle bigger projects
and to be an even greater service to us,

The proposed $2 fee. which would be
added into student's annual tuition cost, can
be refunded in full. The Pacifican as well as
NorCal PIRG, will make every attempt to
publicize this option. If the individual does
not wish to pay an extra $2 he does not have
to. The students will be notified of their
chance to get back their $2. If they choose to
support NorCal PIRG (or simply don't care
about $2) their fee will help further an
organization which will provide students
with the opportunity to experience an new,
relevant and certainly important field.
And perhaps more importantly, it will
offer helpful and significant information to
the UOP community. It will serve its public if
it is given the chance.

All this whole mess has done is make me
more determined to fight, any peaceful way
l can, to free us from the oppression. I think
the Cosmos has guided me to this cell for a
damned good reason and I am to make of it
what I can. If f do nothingelse with my life, I

f ".. .So here I sit, another good example
of the persecution that so many of us go
through. I'm in a cell now,six feet by 10 feet,
with two others. Being poor and having no
property (common to most folks in jail), I
imagine I'll sit here awhile. It seems to be my
Dharma after all the energy donated to the
cause to be now at the other end of the stick.
I know the Lord has reasons and I must trust

shall see chemical freedom."

IA letter from a young Ukiah man, serving
out a sentence for marijuana conviction,
sent to and published by The Amorphia
Report,-the non-profit national cannabis
cooperative devoted to drug research,
education and legal reform )

his will.
I will not cop to a compromise for a
Waller sentence from a felony to a
misdemeanor. I'm sick of our brothers and

1:

sisters going through this.
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He is survived by his wife,
a son and two daughters, one of
whom has the first name of
Webb. That's what America is
really all about. We have the
freedom to pass on our
afflictions from generation to
generation
in the fuise of
loyalty
to
tradition.
Goodnight,
Webb Duck,
wherever you are.

The opinions expressed in the "Letters to the Editor" do
not necessarily represent the opinions of the Pacifican staff.
We reserve the right to edit any letters. All letters must be
typed and include names and addresses of author — names
may be withheld upon request. Be as brief as possible as space
is limited. Letters must be in by Monday afternoon to the
Pacifican office.
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Raps the
Dear Editor:
I would like to supplement
an addendum written by Dr.
Rap' night
A.F. Morrison in the Pacifican
Nov. 1, 1974 with regards to Dear Editor
lithium salts.
For the benefit ol those
Lithium carbonate — its who were unable to attend the
usual prescribed form — is student-administrator
"rap"
currently the treatment of of Nov. ."i. lhe lollowmg re
choice for mania and for pro marks arc requisite.
phylaxis
against bipolar
According
to
the
manic-depressive illness — a advertised format of the
mood disorder, not as un "rap", administrators were to
common as previously felt, sit at separate tables in order
involving a cyclic pattern ol that students could pose their
highs and lows. Tile salts have, questions to President Stanley
likewise, offered relief to McCaffrey. Dean Judith
Clifford
people with bipolar depres Chambers. Mr.
Dr. Clifford
sions:
ie. people who have Dochterman.
or
Dr.
Robert
cyclic- periods of depression, Hand.
but at one or more points in Winlerberg. The purpose ol
their lives have had a manic or this arrangement was to in
hypomanic episode.
crease communication be
Similarly, although not tween students and admini
approved by the Federal Drug strators on a person to person
Administration, lithium salts basis.
The actual meeting did "<>'
may hold some benefit lor peo
ple suffering from schizo adhere to the formal which was
affective
disorders
— a announced to students of the
staffs and of the
mixture of both a thinking and resident
a mood disturbance — explo greater campus. The first 30-45
sive.
violent
behavior, minutes of the session were
premenstrual tension, hyper dominated by introductory
and a slide
kinetic- children and cyclo comments
thymic personality disorder — presentation of plans for the
acquired Delta
a nonpsychotic. cyclic- mood recently
campus. Once students were
change.
Finally, lithium salts are . allowed to ask questions, they
by no means a panacea lor all were called on by President
affective disorders, but they McCaffrey, or. as was more
clearly have several
ad ollen the case, called oil lor
a question not
vantages over other psycho- pursuing
pharmacological agents: 1) answered to the satislaction ol
admini
they are cheap. 2) therapeutic- the student. The
levels are easily measured in strators responded in coin
the blood by a very simple la miltee form and not on the
boratory procedure—a feature publicized person to person
not found yet for tricyclic anti basis.
If this "rap" adhered to the
depressants, 3) their toxicity is
easily recognized with few advertised format and thereby
contraindications for use and bettered studciit-adninnst ra
4) they are not as dangerous as lion communication. I tail to
the
improvement
are tricyclic antidepressants

<xJl16
lho smHn

body vessels or capillaries. Certain drugs such as
asoiTn "ill increase the problem by "thinning" the blood. U
vou have other areas of bleeding such as nose bleeds, exces
sive bleeding from a cut or from menstruation, the condition
should be medically investigated.

Mote- I met a footloose black puppy the other day. Obviously
a •.
h rnv last column because he was too young. But
he hadn t read y
dining on the al fresco lunch trays m
the three paraslUcal curs «u g ^
^ ^ owners
lhC HndK

very thinIrish Setter seen at the corner of CamPacific eating the recently deposited "road apples

r-'P--,or • * *• Ca"

H

•t afford to maintain it, then you shouldn't
.1
.U r f \ fhtlOP
have'iT'x dog'should'not
>uld not Ithave*!0 scrounge through u garbage
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>piUIM'X ollcrcdln llu-p.iiu-l
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Says, PIRG fund
raising a farce'
Dear Editor:
Recently an organization
calling itself P.I.R.G, has been
circulating a petition here at
COP. The intent of this peti
tion is to demonstrate that
COP students are in favor of
funding a COP chapter of
Northern California P.I.R.G.
and agree to have a $2 fee
appended to their tuition bill.
Students will be given the
opportunity to receive a
complete rebate of the $2 fee by
indicating to the finance center
at some specified time between
the third and fifth weeks after
registration that they wish this
fee deleted from their bill.
I feel that this method of
collecting
funds by an
organization, that proposes to
be consumer-oriented, is not
only a laree, but is also
contrary to any and all princi
ples of consumer protection or
public interest. An individual
should have the option of
joining an organization. In the
proposed system outlined
above, an individual who does
not indicate otherwise (who
does not tell the finance center
that he wants his money), is
forced to join by default.
Further, placing the time
for a rebate between the third
and fifth weeks after registra
tion. is playing on student
apathy. How many students
will realize they can receive a
rebate? Who will tell them?
P.I.R.G.? At present only five
days are allotted to indicating
a request for a rebate. These
methods of collecting funds
rely on keeping the consumer
ill-informed and unaware.
What consumer group advo
cates
consumer
"unawareness?"
The idea of a publicinterest
group is indeed
welcome, however, a publicinterest group should serve its
public. It is my opinion that
P.I.R.G's method of collecting
funds does not and cannot
serve the public. I feel that
P.I.R.G.'s method of collecting
funds robs students of their
right to control their money
directly.

of the refundable $2 semester
fee. Unlike the ASCOP fee,
students have complete control*
of their PIRG fee. Information
about PIRG refunds is clearly
stated on each PIRG petition
and will be widely publicized
before and during the refund
week
through
posters,
pamphlets and the Pacifican.
Therefore,
we
feel
that ,
students will be thoroughly
aware of the opportunity to
receive a refund if they do not
want to financially support the
organization.
We would also like to
clarify any contusion re
sulting from the NorCal PIRG
drug survey. The
COP
Campus Pharmacy at 751
Brookside was not included in
the survey. The COP Campus
Pharmacy sells only to UOP
students, faculty and em
ployees. However, since then,
we have surveyed the OOP
Campus Pharmacy for student
information and found the
following results. The total for
the 21 survey items was $25.51.
Compared to the stores on the
original survey, the COP
Campus Pharmacy comes in
ninth lowest out of 20 stores.
Hopefully
the
above
explanation will clear up
doubts concerning the validity
of Nor Cal PIRG.

Lee H. Rosenberg
Mark Rogo

PIRG reps
expl am stand

1

and

refuse to survive.

l
outside pressur v With full l^»En Cf ,„„g periods Ol

^'ding or not
'
„rious disease, hut in many
I Lose of bruising can indicate s
jnL.rease in fragility in
Ounces it is an inherent and harmless

in terms of overdose potential.
Michael F. Heiman, M.D.
Senior Resident in Psychiatry
UC Davis—Stockton
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On the other side of the
Atlantic, the leader ol a British

uitll Ills lite lie tiad been
appointed mayor ot
S in
Leandro in 1924 Mayor Dock
personally led numerous police
raids on bootleggers selling
illegal liquor. A native
ol
England, he louglit in the I'.oer
War. was wounded twice .aid
had a couple ol horses shot out
Irom under him during Hie III
months ol w hat hedesci died as
"almost continuous action

There are people who
practice a ritual ol carefully
reading the obituaries every
day. 1 don't happen to be one ol
tlicm But the recent death ol
Edwin Duck proved to lie tin ex
ception. I was curious about
what a man named Duek did
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A 'pot' prisoner's lament

TiJS

The Asshole of the Week
Award to Miss America for
saying that the woman she
admires most is Pat Nixon for
sticking by her husband. Mates
who
share
ideals
are
apparently inconsistent with
the gross national product.

housewives' association which
claims- 20,000 members has
threatened to pull a modern
Lysistrata. If labor- union
militants start striking and
increase an
already shaky
economic
situation, her
organization will order a ban
on lovemaking, housecleaning
and cooking. Since Pat Nixon
participates in none of these
activities anyway standing by
her man would seem to be
purely
an act of publicrelations rather than private.

Give PIRG a chance!

NorCal PIRG needs your help.
To label students who are attempting to

t

And then Rockefeller will
be our official unelected
President of the United States
of Attica.

November 15, 1974

wkeiuls.

TBR

to kick around any more.
2. In the wake of a detente
with Cuba, Gerald Ford will be
killed, supposedly by Cuban
exiles who find cooperation
with Fidel Castro to be
unthinkable.

PacijUcan

nt: Large 2 bdrnt.
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lurnished-ok
for
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Cal 462-0615

Typist
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e
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er wants work on
ipts.dissertations and
References. Call 478-

li.u l

A.F. Morrison
Cowell Student Health Center
t„ submit questions to Dr. Morrison should
Those wishing
? c/o The Pacifican, North Hall,
write: Whafs Cp Doc
Stockton, CA. 95211.
University ol the Pacific,
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Laura Urseny

Photography Editor... Sim von Kalinowski
Office Manager...Leslie Spradling
Business Manager....Dan McCartney
Circulation Manager
Advisor

Dave Beretta
Dan Walters

Dear Editor,
We are writing to clarify
some questions which have
arisen concerning Nor Cal'
PIRG.
By signing a Nor Cal PIRG
petition, one is not being forced
to join the organization, but
merely express support Ra
the establishment of a PIKG oil
the COP campus and approves

Susan Phillips
Sue Anderson
UOP PIRG representatives

Extends thanks
to infirmary
Dear Editor,
I would like to extend my
personal thanks to the entire
staff of the Cowell Health
Center for the friendly and
c-ourtious treatment 1 received
recently, while ill in the infir
mary.
I used to moan about the
$30 per semester health fee
(mandatory) that I paid biannuully. but I'm now grate
ful that 1 did. For a mere $30 a
semester if one should become
ill. the treatment offered at the
health center is second to none.
I estimated that my entire
medical bill including doctor's
fees, medication, and a twoday stay in the infirmary would
have cost me approximately
three to four hundred dollars.
But my cost. . .well, the $30
health fee covered it all.
I feel. we. as students, are
very fortunate to have the
extensive medical coverage
offered here at Pacific, at a
price we all can afford.
My thanks to till the dedi
cated people ;it the health
center for a job well done.
Siiu-eit-lv.
Dan Romeo
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South/West residents protest,
ask for repairs in dormitory
r
ICorrections in poor living
conditions
in
South/West
res tience hall have finally
begpn as a result of a student
moVepient.
Recording to South/West's
head; resident Tom Adams,
stu lunts
have
been
coil ipdaining about such things
us cInset doors fulling out,
clanging
radiators,
faulty
buxers. ruts in the rooms,
sulfur in the water, missing
wallow screens and bees since
the first week of school.
Nothing was done until last
week,
after
a
student
campaign to
correct the
situation was initiated.
During
Homecoming
week, students posted signs on
their doors stating, "For $3,020
this is what we get.'
and
listing uncorrected problems
in their particular rooms.

, WC

X

Coro fellows recruit candidates
Coro
Fellows
which
offers
Program
practical training in public
affairs. is again recruiting
nationally forcandidates for36
fellowship for the academic
year 1975-76. The program,
which is conducted in San
Francisco, Los Angeles and St.
Louis, leads to the masters
x, degree in urbap
studies.

<Iq4(S Cell

The

The program utilizes a
serial internship approach
weekly
combined
with
service
seminars, public

projects and special training

exercises.
Each
fellow
completes six interns ips.
government, business, labor,
politics, media and community
organizations. The schedule
simulates the pace
and
complexity of the public af lairs
world.

Board
of
Francisco
State AssemblySupervisors
Lewis and many
man Jerry
throughout
the State
others

Former Pacific
and the U.S.
completed the
students who
lude Garth
Coro Program me
Manager ol
Vice

Graduates of the fellows
program
hold
responsible
public affairs-related Pos'tl(j"
in each of the
six fields
mentioned above,
include Dianne Feinstem and
Robert Mendelsohn ol the »a

Harrell picf6(j

—K«"ID SEE
President ol
Allstate

Insurance Company

Campus interviews will be

for Shrine gQ
COP
tailback u
Harrell was the firsi "«•
picked to the East-tyes. !S

Game, it was announcJSj
day, at the North,,r„ S
fornia Coaches Meeting ^

F rancisco.

The rest of the ty,.st
along with their „
from the East will be ni(,
P'%
a later date.

students and others interested
applying lor fellowships.

2. Sew* W«Ww
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THK FOLLOWING sign
appeared on one of the doors 1)
blindness. We have to have a
COMPLAINT SIGN IN SOUTH/WEST
centgil light on the ceiling.
Dorm living conditions expected to improve
ThWj request. 2) More wall
sockets. California Slate Code totally responsible for the
requires one wall socket every corrections that took place. He
sixjfeet. 31 Window panes. (2)
also stated that response had
neud repairing. 4) No phone been fast after the student
service to the third floor
actions.
unhiding a buzzer. (Many
"The only things that
people hate to run the 37 steps
bother us now are that no one
:r 3H6P
CRAfr.
to 3ell us we have a phone comes through to inspect the
cat)"
Art in action demonstrations Nov. 18-30
place and that there is no
preventive
maintenance,"
^Copies of all these notices
Macrame, jewelry, making, stained glass,
Adamssaid. "Thestudents will
weft? taken to the maintenance
applique, and pillow making.
make
the cllorl
il
tile
deiSirtment.
m
High quality crafts accepted for Christmas
university
does."
S"The conditions are
definitely not indicative of a
$5.poo per year university."
w
O
commented Adams. "I encojrage
JIJI tlgf anyone
dti^wii interested in
esidence to come and
Life lit resider
ike a look at the place."
'
The statement in the Nov. 8
edition of the Pacifican on the
' Another
problem,
or
A CAREER SEMINAR
coaling In \dains. is old and •NorCal PIRG drug survey
GENERAL
INSURANCE
claiming
that
the
Lincoln
Vil
damaged Itirnilure However,
since $250,000 was spent on lage Pharmacy at 323 Lincoln
NOV. 20.
rcVjumping fire systems in the Center did not have prescrip
7:30
P.M.
THE PLACEMENT
tion
prices
posted
is
incorrect.
residence halls there is a twoPIRG
and
the
year moratorium on spending NorCal
CENTER
Pacifican apologize for this
forjnew furniture.
What are the careers surrounding auto,
error.
senior
>i mb'iii
home,
business, liability, theft, disaster
tlue
Also, the Green Brothers
men
corihnented,
"The conditions
and other types of general insurance?
Pharmacy at 400 E. Market
here are pretty poor. It's the
which was reported not to have
Regardless of career plans most
people that make it liveable."
prescription prices posted in
everyone must protect personal
-A11"1111 i
111<I(• 111
re
the same edition of the
property . This seminar will provide
iii.nri a
1 think they re Pacifican, currently does have
good insight.
in i g 11,sd ,mi w li.il we pay
prices clearly posted. At the
time the survey was taken the
Sponsored by: Harvey, James, and
AIMMS
EMPHASIZED price list was down, reportedly
Daniar Inc.
that the student movement was for price-changing reasons.

LOP defensive end Marl
in an attempt to knl
quarterback Dick Clyde's
action of last Salurday'sl
h i gh

CunZovo2]

Com*
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correction

1603 Pacific Ave.
Ph. 463-1466
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BELTED

TRAC-ACTION 60 BELTED
The winning combination

CONCORDE

Two fiberglass belts over two sturdy polyester cord
body plies perform on the street or on the strip.
The fiberglass belts prevent squirm for longer tread
life, while the polyester cord adds a backbone of
strength. It's the winning combination.

SIZE

B60/13
F60/14
G60/14
L60/14
E60/15
F60/15
G60/15
J60/15
L60/15

TREAO
WIDTH

7"

81/4"
81/2"

0V4 "

1

71/2"

8"
8V2"
9"
101/4"

INFLATED
O.D.

RECOMMENDED
RIM WIDTH

22.96"
25.50"
25.93"
27.20"
25.90"
26.30"
26.68"
27.50"
28.00"

5"- 6"
6"- 7"
7". 8"
8" -10"
6"- 7"
6"- 7"
7". 8"
8"- 9"
8" -10"

TRAC-ACTION

"50",-"60"-""70' SERIES Jose

State at 3:30 p.m.
goes into the
compel
seeded third behind Cal l
Fullerton and archrival
Jose State.
I
Pacific coach C'onno|
ton termed the tourney a'
up," noting that all bul
games within the confel
have been decided by onel

TIRES
GET

4th one

J

TUBELESS-- LOAD RANGE B (4 PLY)

FREE
AT

630 ERST WEBER RVE

SUGGESTED

Though it's in its il
Hiason as a member ol
PCAA. Cal State Fullertl
making no bones aboul
SELLING intention of winning |

PRICE

THE LAST GREAT BOOKSALE

r

|< 4

The Image Makers: Sixty
Years of Hollywood Glamour.
Rare, imaginative and the
most beautilul of all the books
exploring the flesh and fantasy
Hundreds of
of Hollywood.
photos of the world's greatest
stars reflect the extraordinary
and
creativity that
skill
characterized
Hollywood's
camera artistry over the past
sixty years. Here at last is a
magnificent collection of the
girls, the vamps, the sheiks,
the
swashbucklers,
the
beauties, the rebels and the
myths that made Hollywood
capture the world. Also incl.
are lour of the screen's most
versatile actressesCrawford,
Davis, Blondell and
Alexis
Smith recalling and sharing
their remenberances of the
glamour that was Hollywood.
Pub. al $20.00. Only $9.98.

All Color Book of Biblical
Myths and
Mysteries.
Fascinating explanations of
the purpose and symbolism
behind biblical myths and
where these myths end and
history begins. Suberly illus.
with medeival stained glass,
woodwork, reliefs, illuminated
manuseripsls,
murals,
more.Extra value at $2.98.

Outsider Art. By R. Cardinal.
OOver 95 illus. Fascinating
excursion into a world where
hermits, madmen, drop-outs,
innocents,
and
spiritual
fanatics create their own art,
incl. Prinzhorn Collection of
Psychotic Art in Heidelburg,
more. Pub. at $15.00. Only
$4.98.

Winslow Homer Watercolors.
By D. F. Hoopes. Handsomely
illus. with 32 full page color
reproductions. A distinguished
collection of the work of
America's most popular and
influential watercolorist, incl.
the
background
and
development
of
the
artist'ssmethods.
Pub. at
$17.50. Only $9.98.

Cities of Destiny. Magnificent
history of key cities at the peak
of their greatness, from
Periclean
Athens through
Christian Constantinople and
Abelard's Paris to the complex
variety of modern New York:
their origins, development,
and future. Pub. at $30.00.
Only $14.98.

Collage.Major, full scale study
of this exciting art form
ranging from the witty and
lyrical Cubits collages of
Brauque, Picasso and Gris, to
the often neglected Czech
adherents of Futurism, the
astonishing
Russians, plus
impressive
works
by
Mtherwell, Ernst and others.
Pub. at $35.00. Now $21.98.

Woodstock's' Craftsman's
Manual.Down to earth guide
with clear, simple directions
for
candlemaking,
embroidery, pottery,
silkscreening.
leatherworking, crocheting, home
recording.
beadwork,
tiedyeing and batik. Pub. at
$10.00. Only $3.98.

Jewelry Through the Ages.
Sumptuous, beautilul volume
covering the history of jewelry
and ornament from ancient
times to the present .incl. a
table of precious stones, their
mineral content and coloring
Pub. at $14.95. Only $7.98.

UNIVERSITY

Lost Discoveries. Fascinating
volume of the ancient scientificdiscoveries which have Lbeen
recently rediscovered incl. a
Mayan
calendar
more
accurate
than
„„IO
ours,
Stonehenge, Roman taxis with
meters, the Greek AtomicTheory, more. Pub. at $10.95
Only $5.98.

woman Art in Spain.
Fascinating guide to very form
of art in the Hispanic porvinces
ol the Roman Empire. 190
illus.. many in color, of
aqueducts, theaters, temples,
statues,
busts,
mosaics,
pottery and more. Pub. at
$25.00. Only $12.95.

The
Plant
Hunters.A
marvelous history of the
quiests and discoveries of
horticulturists and botanists
lrom the Renaissance to the
20th cdntury who collected new
species
of
pkmts
and
intordueed them to
the
western world, and a history of
the plants themselves, form
orchids to rhododendron Pub
at $12.50 Only 4.98.
The Great Barrier Reef. The
coll blue depths of the famous
Australian reel come alive and
into lascination focus in this
magnificent
book
of
underwater
wxploration.
Provides an intriguing glimpse
into an edenic world of coral
molluscs, marine turtles sea
Sta,7d Sp°nges: ""habited as
well by the highly dangerous
shark, stingray, moray eel and
Z
$5 98

Hockey opei

^Skunks hi

FABULOUS SAVINGS
A Pictorial Encyclopedia of the
Oriental Arts:
Japan.
Unequalled
in
its
completeness, thoroughly
comprehensive
and
allinclusive
collection
of
Japanese art forms tracing
Japanese art history form
ancient to modern times. Pub.
at $35.00. Only $19.95.

The
PCAA
wate|
championships opened
at Long Beach pitting U(|
two key games against fJ

m

I he I Ol' Skunks. I 'ail
ice hockey team, open!
|9<4-7."> season this Si|
[gainst the
Central
•Sabres .it u p.m. at lh,|
I'ark lee Arena.
A111 II uiy> 11 winli-ss ill
tallies ag .illis

previous

J'de coi 11 pel 1 (1011. coach
•'kirk.-- is \ cry oplimislu I
f"-s Vear s team. We l|
solid nucleus ill
|'"V crs. as u ell as sonnl
I'leiiied new comers. Inl
'-asj year \\c proved III
f1"1 play sound
pnsl
I"' key . and \v itli the lall
rue litis year, t In-iliaiuT
'Gory are excel lent
(,LI'T:\SI\

.1—«-*•» -***£>•

|-;|.y. ihJ

|11' V)ill probably eoii.I
"'"lice .lolni Sllepalj
1 "%r 11 nil I)olin SpeliJ
|"K'
Ul'iuio
|Jnih
[Sees. Clinch Miirphl
"
Hie second IiihI
captain Red Smith
j s '""I Hirer y ear v I
Net artncy <>11 nglilf

I
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Tigers fall, 37-9

rell picked

San Diego wins PCAA title—again

>h rine 9am.
tailback
yy.
was ihc firsi
"arrt

By JEFF METZGER

w ingback failed to block.
V\itli the cry ol "Wait till- Rodriguez kieked-oll out of
next year, the POP Tigers hit bounds twice following the '
liger touchdown, giving San
the road lor the linal time in
1974 tomorrow , as they travel Diego the hall oil the 411-yard
to Laramie to meet the line. And the big play was w ith
I iliversity of Wyoming Cow- • 42 seconds to go in the first hall
hoys.
as center Boh Edwards sailed
1 lie bubble hurst for one over punier Rodriguez's
head, and San Diego recovered
I'aeilie in Sou Diego lasl
on the 15-y^ird line.
Saturday, as they saw their
hopes lor a PCAA titlegodown
the drain, as they were boinheil
PACIFIC was first on the
by the A/.tees. 87-9.
hoard as they look the opening
I'aeilie was in the game lor kickoli and drove 82 yards on 17
3(1 minutes, play ing San Diego Play son a well-balanced driv e.
1 he big play w as a screen pass
even, 9-9. tint three erueial
penalties kept a Sal) Diego Irom Steve Tow no to Willard
scoring drive alive and a had Harrcll that went lor 27 yards
snap from eenlor opened the b» the Aztec 20-yard line,
'ovv tie ran eight y ards lor the
gates as they went into the
score.
halltime locker room down by
a shocking 23-0 margin.
San Diego camd right'back
I lie Aztecs added -two
and added a field goal as the
touchdowns
in
the
third
defense
bent, but
quarter to blow it open, and the Tiger
wouldn't
break.
Benny
Tigers for the third .straight
year, were toiled in their hid to Ricardo kicked the threedethrone the champion Azlees. pointer from 22 yards.

the East-West £ ay<!'
was
"""• announced Tri,le
U<!s
lh<
Northern
.. rn r -•aches Meeting in\a,i-

1

rest of the West
ith
""'if ODm>

1

* P'fked a*

I

N

Leaping Tige

up defensive end Mark Fredrickson leaps
jinan attempt to knock down San Diego
jjftprback Dick (. Ivde s pass in second half
Kiion oflast Saturday's game. Fredrickson,

r^H

70" SERIES

SELLING

PPEB

named defe**168 a"d °ther contribut'ons was
Pacmr tn TVC < 0 plav,'r 01 the week bv the
Staff" He shared the award
wfth
mh'ng
with the
the other
end Mark
i»iarK Cook.
cook.

JOP seeded third in league
g$ water polo tourney opens

)E

PACIFICAN

The PCAA
waterpolo
jumpionships opened today
ilong Beach pitting UOP in
,8key games against Fresno
at 10:30 a.m. and San
fee State at 3:30 p.m. UOP
Jfs into the
compel it ioii
Jfdcd third behind Cal-State
Slerton and archrival San
he State.
Pacific coach Connor Suljtermed the tourney a "tossl" noting that all but two
»es within the conference
eve been decided by one goal.
Though it's in its initial
lain as a member of the
\'AA. t'ul State Fullerton is
sting no bones about its
Miiun ol winning the

chapipionship. Few, if any, are
doubting this possibility.'
Under
Coach
Ken
Lindgren's
direction.
the
Titans have swept all seeding
matches in which they have
vied, and they are favored to
upend Long Beach State, the
final barrier to overcome.
Detending champion San
Jose State, which bowed to
h ullerton by a meager one,
point. 4-3, in regular season
seeding play, appears most
likely to derail the Titans. San
Diego State, meanwhile, has
fared impressivley in stiff
competition, and its steady,
but somewhat underplayed
improvement can't be over
looked.

All phases ol the kieking
game w ere w eak tor I lie
Tigers. John Rodriguez had an
extra point bloc ked because a

•The club warmed-up over
the weekend by challenging a
red shirt' team from Berkeley
and losing to them in a hardfought battle 14-12. Tied at 12
w ith one and a hall minutes to
go. the game linally fell into
the hands of the red shirts when
they forced across a powerplay goal, and then added an
insurance score, to seal their
victory.

CAGER'S COkNER

For the first time in his
three-year collegiate career,
Chad Meyer will be able to
experience the joy and excite
ment of basketball without any
pain.
Ten days before last year's
opener, Chad had surgery on
his right foot, causing him to
miss three games. Before
practice started this year, the
foot was operated on again. It
now looks as though Chad
won't have to put up with the
constant nagging pain that has
plagued him in the past.

A kunks host Central Valley Sabres

will

'-VN1\ ITI.N. the in si
4|" probably consist ol
""lv •ioini Sliepard at
" W'lli lliuiii Spcrry and
' l;i'lHlo
Umh as Ills
( hitch Murphy u ill
11 "ie second line u 1111
^Ptain Red Smith at left
'""I three-year veteran
'•'riiicy on rigid u ing.
1111

handle the goal-lending

chores l o r

I'aeilie. ( raw lord

brings seven years ol exper
ience t " I he game and w i l l be a
valuable asset to
club
between the pipes. McCartney
w i l l be available l o r backup
duty i n goal i l necessary .

REVENGE
wild, he
uppermost in Hie mind ol the
I'aeilie players Sunday as

'i Tau, SAE favored
htramural playoffs
J P'ay-offs are here in
'ootball and they
luls of action in tKe A
h«;—
J'v>sions.

»/
<ie

eam

p
y

Tau A intracompleted an

Season
si

by beating
handily. 30-0.

1r»amP lace unjslL'nsk by
P
Wit. ds.Phl Tau has a

i>il
against them. This
'WVes |hc
•*"- uuier
other teams
trains a
c
H gain another shot at
at
"s Ome
C^ega
Phi and
'••111,,,drn P'ay lor the right
^au in the chamI j, hi Tau is led by
'%|
Tom Hacklevhn Hyjer.

In the B - division SAE
defeated Ph. Tau 13- to-cap
lure possession ol
P
Wjth the score tied with on y
five seconds remaining. Phi
Tau quarterback TedSegaesio

fired a pass that was picked off
bv Charlie Bahsha in a shoe
string catch, who took oil down
the sidelines.
Appai cn .

HSRMIS

IBM

"pSautillplayWeymess

rrrra,
and SAE will Play the

ship.

SALES

nn purchase]

Sign-ups are now being
taken for the spring semester
skiing classes. Students
interested
should
leave
Friday's
open, as Jim
Santomeir will be taking his
classes every Friday that the
slopes stay open.
Cost for travel is $35 for the
entire semester and students
must pdy $7 each. week. The
weekly money goes for lift
tickets and lessons, and this is
a tremendous savings. First
class meeting will be Monday,
December 2, at 7 p.m. in G201.
All interested,alpine and cross^
country skiers should attend.

Recruiters

Here
N ov. 18
Touche Ross and Co. Stall
Aeeountant-B.S. or M.B.A. in
Accounting. Positions whiefi
will provide planned training
and work assignments leading
rapid
professional
to
development and responsible
assignments in auditing and
tax accounting.
Nov. 19
Coro Foundationlnternships in

«12"monthly.
Manual TyP*-rH#r*
st„dan» Spat'"'
.•ha for $20
3 montn"

CHAD MEYER
A remarkably fast healer,
Chad has already shown that
without the injury, his level of
concentration has increased,
making him a far mort
productive player. This can
only mean blue chips for the
Tigers as Meyer will be looked
upon this year for a lot of the
load in the rebounding depart
ment.
UOP coach Stan Morrison
points out that Meyer is, far
more aggressive this year and
is much more active without

the ball. At 6'8 Chad is quite
an authoritative figure on the
court. While the Stockton fans
can readily appreciate his
rebounding and shooting skills,
most of them don't realize the
other important facets of his
game that contribute to the
total team effort.
What the average fan
misses is Chad's consistent
team play, the good outlet pass
on the fast break, covering the
defensive mistake of a
teammate,
drawing
the
offensive foul and screening
his man off the boards. The
value of these unselfish acts
have
earned
him
the
confidence and respect of his
teammates.
A hometown favorite with
the fans, Chad was reared up
the road in the bustling
community of Lodi. It is
because of this small-town
environment, coupled with
worldwide travel, that gives
him
a
down to earth
"wholesome sophistication",
as his coach puts it.
A senior and the only
married member of the team,
Morrison is counting on Chad
for "a high degree of maturity
and leadership with the
younger players.
Morrison won't have to
worry about Chad's leadership
ability for he leads by example
through his unselfish play.

Nov. 19.
Communications

Federal

Commission BSEE/MSEEElectronic

or

Electrical

EngineersAdditional

information has not yet been
receivwL

f

information,

i.e Placement Center.

SAN DIEGO took oyer w ith
tour minutes to go in the hall,
and on the second play I'aeilie
was hit with a late hit penalty.'
Then, oil second and lour from
the I'aeilie .19. Penrose was
sacked In Pal Tittle, hut Pat
was hit Willi a lace mask
penalty, thai Caddas blew his
cork over. Chester w as hit lor a
ponalt\ ol his own. and then
Reedy scored again Irom five
yards.
Pacific couldn't move it.
and w as lorccd to punt. But San
Dit'go was given a touchdown,
as it look them two plays logo
15 yards billowing the had
snap.
"It's the same old story,"
said
Caddas. obviously
disappointed about the game.
"We play well until we lace
adversity, and we re nut over
coming our mistakes."
The head coach, was
particularly upset about the
kieking-game
niiscues.
1
don't know why we re having
tltyse problems with our
kieking game Till beginning to
think that the players involved
in our kieking game either
lion I leel thai it's important or
just don't have enough pride to
do tilings right."
He was impressed with
San Diego. They arc an excel
lent learn that can make things
happen m a hurry . That's why
a team like ours—which has to
scrap and light lor every thing
good that happened to it can t
go play a team like thai anil
make nustkaes.

SPORTS
JEFF METZGER, Sports Editor
November 15, 1974
'They havealso been hurl badly
by injuries.
'They haven't played well
eimsistently.
said Caddas
And they \e made the same
mistakes we've made. Their
strength is in the running
baeks. hut their delense is
terribly inconsent. " The game
begins at noon, West Coast
time, and can be heard over
KJOY beginning at 11:40 with
Wayne Welk and Carl Isaacs
calling the action.

liniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

JhtofiklL
ART SUPPLIES
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES

Free Delivery and Gift Wrap

BRIDAL REGISTRY

3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS
ilIIIIIHIIimiHIIIIIIIIII
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THIS WEEK ONLY!

DOUBLE
CHEESEBURGER

99(
Reg. $1.35

16 oz. Soft Drink
French Fries

BIGSYFS

s -good through Nov. 21

4227 Pacific Ave.

ELECTRIC CAROUSEL

I

2-FOR-1 BONUS COUPON
Play 1 game - get the 2nd
game free.
downstairs Weberstown Mall

COUPON

STOCKTONS N6WEST MOTOR INN—

COLOR T V

Cjk&rter Way Inn

HEATED POOL

piRtGT DlACPMOftes

«S9MC

500 WEST CHARTER WAY
AT INTERSTATE S

WATER 0CDS

QAP
^ tU

fl *3 91
U0
I

L

fMD A G6-3D
PlZZk LkT&Y ?
Pacific Ave. at Benjamin Holt* Stockton

Wl

V.

BEYE OPTICAL

1301w. ROBINHOOOOUIVE
phone 478-4321

A?0 E- Main St'
462-4322

LIKE A COUNTRY PICNIC!
Fill your plate high with special
meats, breads, homemade soups,
original salads, & delicious crepes.
Make your lunch break exciting...
meet us at the WOODSHED!
M©N-\

WEP. Il-3p>«<

35< BEER & MUSIC THURSDAY
I
NIGHTS
' Live music Thurs. and Fri. nights
OPEN

11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

=
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THE TIGERS will he
seeking revenge when, they
take the held in Wyoming
tomorrow . I'aeilie was annilulateil 49-14 there last year, and
lew liai e loigotten
The Cow hoys ha\ e had a
tough season w inning only two
ul their lirsl nine eonlesls.

FRIENDSHIf
IMWS

Page 5

beauflful selection

Public Affairs.

CMITHXORONA

"Tll»ttrlc Typ*wl"*"

Caiitornia

Sports briefs

Balisha threw a lateral acros
the field to Tom Rose, who i an

fewER
ULAT

&
°R
D|
C NG MACHINE

many ol the Sabre.'- vv ere on the
club vv Inch (Ie lea led I he Skunks
last year in a thrilling battle.
The game eollld have gone
either w ay. says Smith: We
made a lol ol mistakes ill llial
one. bin we'll sure be ready lor
them on Sunday.
To get a taste ol the lasl est.
mostexciling sport MI the w orld.*
conic to the Dak Park lee
Arena, this Sunday at !i p.m.
Admission is tree.

temmed.nbyPhiTaudefens^

in

• • • • • • • • «

by Andy Miller

CRAIG
SCHWARTZ
notched six goals at Berkeley
to lead a powerful offensive
attack, but the real test today
and tomorrow will be lor
UOP's defense, which under
standably dissappointed coach
Sutton on Saturday.

The women's volleyball
team has only two games left in
the 1974 season, and their fans
have just tomorrow to see
them at home. They play Mills
College in the gym tomorrow at
11 a.m"., and travel to Turlock
to
play
Stanislaus
Wednesday, Nov. 20 at 7 p.m.

The Aztecs went ahead the
next time they had it. as
Paeifie'sdelensecould not con
tain the attack led by quarter
back C raig-Penrose. Penrose,
who was a douhllul starter, led
his team 03 y ards, with Monte
Reedy going over Irom a y ardout tor 0-0. Chuck Orrison
blocked Ricardo s extra-point
attempt.
The t igers lied il up on
their next possession as they
moved to the San Diego 21.

CHAD MEYER

key opener

Hit11 OPSkunks. I 'acil it* s The third line boasts John
liiK-ki'v leaiii; opens I he \\ allaee at ri'liliT along w ilh
h3 season this Sunday . w ingmi'll Dan llrnii1 and \l
« Hie
Central \ alley • McCall.
The
swift
skating
'"•'i" ''I !• p.ill at Ilie Oak
'1 lee Arena.
Mark Harrison and Genii
•llllliiligh winless HI lour Boycc will lorin one dclciisive
;wis gaino against out pair Harrison, back alter a
11 'oiupet it it HI . coach Jesse
year m \apal. provides the
and
dclciisive
i>very opiimisticahout . leadership
u'" s team.
We Itave a experience the leani lacked
'' mieleiis bl returning alter losing blue line standout
Pete Sliepard to gradual ion.
"'W .is v\ ell as some \ ery
players
Bruce
"UrtlHewi-oiners. he says. Returning
\\
isuecl.
Chris
lluncleld
and
'>.»r we proved that we
I'i'h sound
positional others will also sec defensive
"k .'H(i w ilh the talent ue action.
t eam co-founder and sea
'"lisyo;i|- iheelianei'sol a
soned v eteran Bob < raw t o l d
ir.Uire excel lenl

FDR THE first 2(1
minutes, w e did ev ery thing we
w ere supposed to do to vv in. \\ e
(lidn t play v ery good defense,
hut we were keeping the hall
long enough to hamper their
ottense w ith our oitense. Then,
we started making mistakes in
our kieking game and that
killed us.

Paci^ iean

where Kodroguez hit Irom 38
yards.

1801 Amplifier
901 Speaker System & Equalizer

The choice of professionals...Bose has been
auditioned and selected as the best sound
reproduction system on the market today.
Bose meets the challenge of quality music
reproduction. Create your music challenge
for Bose at...

SttMhMiolitait
Member, "Society of Audio Consultants"
6130 Pacific Avenue
477-0082

Entire Sales Staff "Certified
Audio Consultants"

20 years of sales and service
at the same location

Most complete, qualified
service shop in California

Financing to 36 months...
90 days, no interest charge

"We Service Everything We Sell"

BAHXAMEBICAHII1
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calaveras calendar

ntertainment

Tonight
ti: 30 .ind o p.m.

November 15, 1974
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miscellany
The deadline lor submitting information to •miscellany- is
noon on the Tuesday before publication.

tVi lonii.ni"'

' and "Playboy ol ..it* .Western World.

Anderson Y Mm ics.

K p.m. New Hitters ol the Purple Sage ol V\ intei land.
8: 13 p.m. Composer's I'lul) Concert. Conservatory
B; 30 p.m. t eremonics in Dork 01(1 Men ol Stockton ( tvie I lualu
0 p.m. ASI 01' Donee featuring Power I nlmnled. Haymonjl .ieo
Hall. •
Tomorrow
IViiomiiimi' imd l'layltoy ol the Wostein
1:30. 4. 0:30 and 9 p.m.
'A in Id
Anderson Y Mm ics.
B p.m. New Kideys ol tin I'lirnle Soee ot Winlei lolld.
Conservatory,
8:15 p.m. Community Concert. Stuart Cantn. \ toltn
8:30 p.m. "Ceremonies in Dork Old Men at Stoeklon Civic Theatre:

CALIFORNIA STATE SCHOLARSHIP application
deadline is Nov. 22.- Applications can be obtained at the
Itnanetal aids office in North flail. Students who previously
tbought they were ineligible due to no need" should consider
applying due to recent legislation which might qualify them
for the 1975-76 academic year.
THE 2ND LOP JAZZ FESTIVAL, set for April 5. 1975.
needs volunteers now to assist in organizing the event. The
In st festival, held in 1973 played host to 20 jazz bands and guest
artist and guitarist Howard Roberts. All types ot skills ate
needed. Anyone interested in promoting jazz afTOP should
contact Joe Goldeen at The Pacifican office, third floor ol
North Hall. Phong: 2114. 946-2114 or 463-3684.

Senior
School
Elementary
will
be
Auditorium
into
an
Hast
transformed
Indian Bazaa • this Sunday
,.m. until 7 p.m. lour
From 11
events wi take place.

1:30. 4. 0:30 and 0 p.m. IViiomuimi and 1Mayboy ol the Western
vYorld
Anderson Y mmovies
8 pan. Van Morrison al Sat r mento Memorial Auditorium.
Monday, November IB
11 a m-1 p.m. Tostada Feed in Anderson Hall. Sponsored by MECHA.
$1.25
Tuesday. November 19.
B: 13 p.m. Resident Artist Series presents Charles Schilling. Organ.
Conservatory.
B p.m. Link Wray al Winlcrland.

Wednesday. November 2I>

6:30 p.m. Women's Union Meeting Anderson A Lounge.
S p.m. ASl Ol'night ol The MatRvomaliol Chaillot. Dcniarciis lirowu
Theatre—Rotunda.

Thursday. November

7:311 pan Gay People': I moll meeting. Coll 466-1496 lor location.
8 p.m. ASI OP night of The Madwoman ot Chaillot." DoMarcus Itrow n
Theatre—Rotunda.
.7:311 p.m. to II p.m. AStOP sponsor: Irtv li-i- Sk;ilin&;il Dak Park li e
Arena.
it p.m. ASI OP Senate meeting President

. Diiiiiik

Uooni ol Anderson

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL has information on several
fellowships available to LOP students. Several deadlines are
approaching to apply lor these scholarships. Go to theol[ice of
the Graduate School in Knoles Hall.

Hall.

WOMEN—want to know more about your body'.'
Tomorrow is Women's Health Day. and the'LOP Women s
Union, in cooperation with the Women s Health Clinic yl
Oakland, will be presenting a slide show and information on
self-help The program will start at III a.m. in WPC 2(12
tomorrow

'Madwoman' opens Nov. 20

0=

"BAPTISM — OUT OF DEATH — LIFE" is lite topic to he
discussed in next Monday s class on "Christ, the Church and
the Human Person taught by Father Robert Silvan! Newman
Rouse. The class will nteel al 8 p.m. in W PC 242. For more
inlorinnlintd call Newman House al 951-0881.

Senate meeting

Jean Giradoux's
"The troubled by greed and despair.
Madwoman of Chaillot" will be - The play revolves around her
attempt to stop a group of
presented by the LOP drama
promoters
Irom
department
Nov.
20-23. greedy
destroying a Paris neigh
Dennis Jones, a graduate borhood in their quest for oil.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. in
student at Pacific, is directing
a 32-member east in the the DeMareus Brown Theatre.
fantasy concerning the efforts Performances Nov. 20 and 21
of a French woman to bring are free to ASLOP card
love and goodness to a world holders.

Lincoln

campus residencehalls and the,
Greek houses. He answers to
the complaints and problems
confronted by the various resi
dent
assistants and other
living group heads.
He cited the system of
selection and training of RAs
as being one program he would
like to change "It is impera
tive that we make available
people with a wide range of
capabilities.'' Barr stated.
•
"IDENTIFYING GOOD
talent in the freshmen year is
one ol the keys to improving
this program." He mentioned
that greater emphasis would
he put on first aid training and
maintenance.
"Students
should have more prior
training before actually Liking
on the job." he said.
lie said he would like to see
maintenance people assigned
in every dorm.
Rhonda Rawlinson. a Ray
mond senator, asked Barr,
"Why can't males and females
live together
in university
housing?" He replied, saying
that "It would bean interesting
idea to pursue."
but was
"rather ambivalent in the
issue right now."
Barr saidhe isexpecting to
cheek out complaints" from
students about professors.
Also present was Dan
Bava, director of Anderson Y,
who reviewed with the Senate
the 'Y' programs funded and
sponsered by ASUOP. Among
programs discussed were the
films shown here; voter regi
stration: Freshman Camp;
draft counseling; the tutoring
program; the human rela
tions labs, w hich offer monthly
trips to Tahoe and Sugar Pine
lor students; Pals program:
notary service; the South

Bourbon
Street
liquor
V1IXES
KEG BEER
WINES
LIQUORS

The last event, scheduled
to begin at 5 p.m. is a classical
dance and tabla concert
presented by Ali Khan s Music
College. Miss Poornima will
dance many ol her country s
dances.
The
dance
in
particular is something that
should not be missed. It will
give the observer a chance to
learn about the developing
India and her culture.

(PSA Grinningbirds).

Admission to each event is
$2. Tickets are available at 6425
Pacific Avenue and 512 Airport
Way.
Visitors may also
purchase tickets at the door.
Lincoln Senior Elementary
School is located at 1956
Stanton Way in Stockton. For
further information call 4789155.

Repairs on all makes of foreign autos

-BRAKE WORK
-TRANSMISSIONS

The unofficial
state bird, PSA, has
more flights connecting
northern and southern Cali
fornia than any other airline.

Fly with us for
a song to eleven cities.
Want tocatch aPSAGrinningbird? That's easy. Just catch
up with your campus rep.

PSA gives you a lift.

BMW

PORSCHE

TRIUMPH

n

5

DATSUN
Handing
i I
Wdshintffon
i|
|1

AUDI
TOYOTA
Paul Davey, owner

DOWNTOWN

The game, available irom
World
Without
War
Publications. 7245 S. Merrill
Ave.. Chicago. 111. 60649. costs
$10 plus 25 cents lor school
adjustments directions.
It
comes "attractively boxed
with armbands, whistles,-and
other props."

-SPECIALValid Only During the Following Hours:
SUN. — THURS. 9 P.M. TO 11P.M.
FRI. & SAT. 10 P.M. TO MIDNIGHT

With This

Costanza's on the Avenue
LUNCHES

4 6 4 -8728

Hot Fudge
Sundae

Ad

with the purchase of one
at regular price.

URETER'S

DINNERS

ORDERS TO GO

Featuring

Vol. 74, No.

ICE CREAM PARLOUR
RESTAURANT

-THE FACTORYa casual place to get together
for an evening of good times and good talk
2041 Pacific Ave. 462-1820

Conservatory!

WEBERSTOWN

MALL

Inadi
practi

Parking in rear of Doris Place

*•
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<§>•••••••••••••••*******

ONE WEEK ONLYl

Ngin^y

01AL 4 M-0-V l-E-S

157 Wast Mams Behind Baslun-RobbloJ
on Pacific Ave. fAracto Ml*
V

THE HORRIFYING

TRUE STORY OF A HUMAN
MONSTER WHO SLICES
PEOPLE UP WITH HIS
CHAIN SAW!

RichardB1*^

"THE TEXAS CHAIN
SAW MASSACRE"
_, -PLUS. —W*

FRANK ZAPPA
RINGO STARR

"200 MOTELS"

Dogs and Their Ways.Text
adapted by Pola Weiss from
A.E.
Brehm.
Beautiful
photographs and a vivid text
tell the story ol the dog in
history from his place and
stature in early societies to his
current role as man's best
friend.
Also describes the
variety in the dog kingdom;
their many different physical
characteristics, personalities,
dispositions, habits, etc.
Profusely illustrated. Special
value at only $4.98.
Nijinsky .The
definitive
biography of the great'dancer
interpretive
artist
and
choreographic pioneer whose'
breathtakeing
performance
with the Ballet Russe took
western Europe by storm.
.
Pub. at $12.50. Only $7.98.

• • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

The Secrets of Relaxation^
godsend of a book for harried
hurried,
busy,
busting
Americans, men and women
whose stress-filled days leave
them tense and nervousa 3 wav
program to relax the muscles
the mind, the whole person '
Pub. at $5.95. Only $198

A Manny Burger. Good through
Nov. 22, 1974 (void during lunch rush)

One order per customer
The Manny Burger is a double.
Double 100% beef patties, double
slices of cheese, and daily sliced
fresh onions. All this double goodness
on a bakery fresh sesame seed egg bun
with Manny's exclusive sauce.

^rfEDWARNANAiMfcrtm

Scotland Yard.First complete
inside account ol the world's
finest most famous police
force, how it fights crime, etc
Pub. at $8.95. Only $2.98.
Drifting. Unique account of the
authors journeys, voyages

(PHONE 463-6415)

ires

BOOKSAIE

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * * * » •

1612 Pacific Ave. 463-6415

-WCUJMNGr-

N

(CPS) Despite"lhg cur
rent craze over war and battle
simulation
games,
one
company has introduced a
game that promotes pacifism.
According to the makers,
the "World Without War
Game" allows players to
experience (rather than read
about)
conflict.
crisis,
reactions and negotiations.

FREE

any foreign car made

VW

Game pushes peace

THE LAST GREAT

-MAJOR ENGINE WORK

MG

MISS POORNIMA

3286 WEST LANE
464-3886

732 East Lafayette Street
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campus health eeni
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bruise ali over her |
eulogist because til ,
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™ rv._ dance at the East Ind.an Bazaar.
To performJje^^UIlili—
~~"~""""~

ICE

LAFAYETTE AUTO REPAIR

-TUNE UPS
-ELECTRICAL

UOP IS
FOR THE BIRDS

By I,

Irom O l° ' visitors
First.
may view an art exhibition.
Food stalls will be open from1
to 3 p.m. The lavish lunch will
include typical lamb curry as
well as vegetarian specialities.
Movies will be shown lor one
hour, beginning at 3:30 p.m.

front pg. one

Stockton
Theatre;
music
union, and street fair.
Financial Vice President
Robert Winterberg. Direc tor of
Athletics Cedrie Dempsey and
head football coach Chester
Caddas w ho were expected to
attend the meeting to discuss
the financing of UOPathletics,
were not present. They are
slated to appear before the
Senate this coming Tuesday.
The meeting will begin at 9 p.m
in the President's
Dining
Room next to Anderson Y.
Bouret presented a report
regarding the newly esta
blished aluminum recycling
center on East Miner in Stocktort, that is interested in getting
LOP to bring cans there. An
oliering ol 15 cents per pound
ot cans was offered
to
ASLOP by the center.
Seveul suggestions were
given as to where the money
from the collected cans would
go. Two senators suggested
that involvement here would
be better spurred if the money
would be offered to local chari
ties. Another felt that campus
interest groups, desiring to
take on the project, should
receive the money.
It was decided that Bouret
form a committee of interested
senators to organize the pro
ject.

B

at bazaar

Sunday. Nowmhrr 17

PLACEMENT EXAMS in the modern languages will be
given Wednesday. Nov. 20. In order to receive credit for anypast language course and U) determine your level of
proficiency. youmust take the test. The exam willbe given at 4
p.m. in the following rooms: French.303 Knoles: German, 306
Knoles: Spanish. 307 Knoles.

Health (

Sample East
Indian adture

;• m

sumps, rivers, creeks

t onset valor.\ till
students are lutingttplj
music practice rotnttf
al lite sari to tunc, the
Unit ci sil t hundhntik I
"Practice
lac illI.HI
Plot itletl lor all ( OIISI|
students."

The
San
Francisco
EarthquakeJSpellbinding
account of the nation's greatest
national disaster, and why the
1906 drama is due to repeat.
Pub. at $7.95. Only $1.98.

A
study
Ittl
< onset calory
prt|
1 "Coaled that music
'acililies are larking!
catttpus |>y 100 per oil

P oor Cousins. Marvelously
entertaining
sage-social
commentary of an epic duel of j
w i t and will between
two
remarkable resourceful, and
unlikely.
antagonists-the
Russian Jew in America, the
three million
poor cousins
from beyond the Pale, versus
the German Jewish elite of outcrowd lame which
tried to
Americanize them. Filled with
colorlul saints and sinnersirom both camps.
Pub. at
$8.95. Only $1.98.
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The Hidden Northwest. Strips
away
lhe
tictio^

superimposed on the facts
about the awe-inspiring
for it's
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Rembrandt's
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